90 - Day Leadership Acceleration Training - Overview
We help mid-career business professionals develop and leverage the power of a strong
personal leadership brand to accelerate their career opportunities in dynamic, complex, and
demanding environments without feelings of negativity, overwhelm, and burnout - all while
spending 90% of their time doing what they love.

Participants typically:
- Work in fast-paced, tech-savvy businesses
- Are already high performing, technically capable
- Feel personal drive to deliver stellar results
- Want to have greater influence, whether they lead projects or people
- Deal daily with shifting and evolving priorities
- Feel the pressure to continually increase performance
- Don’t know what more they can DO to have the opportunities they really want
Historically offered only for employees who have already been identified by their organizations as
high performers or high potentials, this step-by-step Personal Brand IMPACT program takes
participants from where they are to where they want to be in as little as 90 days.
Now, for the first time offered outside the corporate setting, this program is for individuals who are
ready to own their own career trajectory - to get promoted or to be chosen to work on the hot new i
nitiatives t hat the best and brightest are hand-picked to work on.
-

They increase their visibility without self promotion or bragging
They become recognized and rewarded for their key contributions while still showing up
as team players
They significantly influence important decisions while being respectful of other
perspectives

This 90-day program is facilitated virtually using a combination of learning modes that enable
participants to make rapid progress to identify, articulate, and own their personal brands.
The step-by-step is easy-to-follow and simple to implement. It includes:
- Targeted online curriculum
- Monthly individual coaching sessions
- Monthly small-group coaching sessions
- Supported Integrated, interactive feedback channel
To enroll now and schedule your 20-minute kickoff call on our website.

